DELIVER REAL NEWS IN REAL TIME
Live Blog powers newsrooms worldwide and enables them to cover
breaking news and ongoing events in real time.
Easy to use, integrate, extend and develop further
Straightforward and intuitive interface
No need to install any software, it simply runs in your browser
Developed on a reliable open source technology stack

Beneﬁts of using Live Blog
Easy to set up and run: We can take care of everything from installation and automatic upgrades to personalised
support as a part of our managed hosting offer.
Work as a team: Multiple contributors and editors can work together in the same live blog making collaboration easy.
Contributors simply submit their posts to the editor in charge.
Better storytelling: Live Blog allows you to create multimedia posts by bundling together text, images, social media,
and even comments from your readers.
Convenient way of including social media: In Live Blog we rely on embed.ly, a well-known service that provides an
easy way to share content from 300+ social media sites.
Clean design: Live Blog is a modern and responsive web application that looks great both on large and small screens.
Who’s using Live Blog

“We have been using Live Blog for a while now, so much that it has become a basic component of our newsdesk. We have
been able to rely on it at any given time” – Johannes Neukamm, Research and Development, Zeit Online
Sourcefabric’s Live Blog is a recipient of the Google Digital News Initiative Innovation Fund. Live Coverage Ecosystem,
built on Live Blog, will allow syndication of resources among news agencies and their clients and will lower the entry
barrier for smaller publishers (and a larger number of them).
Live Blog allows you to cover live events and breaking new in seconds with video, images, text and audio from your
reporters and social media channels. Live Blog is embeddable in any web publishing system. All you need to do is copy
and paste few lines of html code.

See Live Blog in action. Contact us to request a demo.
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